O’Ryan Oil and Gas & various sellers (collectively, “O’Ryan”) have retained Detring Energy Advisors to market for sale their oil & gas leasehold, midstream, and related assets located in the Smackover play of Navarro and Henderson Counties, Texas. O’Ryan will also consider proposals to partner on the drilling of its prolific undeveloped locations, which offer unrivaled economics throughout the Lower 48.

### East Texas Smackover Opportunity

#### O’Ryan Oil and Gas

1. **Prod. & reserves shown as two-stream wellhead volumes.** All values, including cash flow, based on 4/1/2019 effective date and NYMEX strip as of 3/26/2019.
2. **Lookback economics use 3/26/2019 NYMEX at current AFE**

#### Fully Operated Position

- **~9,190 Net Acres (100% WI)**
- **Concentrated position with multiple, well-documented Smackover prospects**
  - 7 prospect areas identified with supporting engineering & geology
- **Organically built with more than a decade of technical data, research, & investment through local expertise**
  - Key technical staff available to inform & advise on future development
- **Included plants built by O’Ryan able to safely handle sour gas with previously unexploited reserves now ready to drill**

#### Strong Producing Value

- **~750 Boed PDP Net Prod. (70% liq.)**
- **Consistent cash flow & production on steady decline with significant reserves**
- **PDP:** ~$10MM NTM cash flow and ~$40MM PV10 (~14% annual decline)
- **Total Proved:** ~8 MMBoe reserves (~31 yr R/P) and ~$170MM PV10
- **Total 3P:** ~15 MMBoe reserves and ~$240MM PV10
- **Low operational costs through vertical integration with op. plants & pipelines**
  - Sustainable $4/Boe lifting cost
  - $40/Boe operating CF (85% margin)

#### Highly Accretive Smackover Undeveloped Locations

- **Attractive single well economics for continued development & investment**
  - ~30 undeveloped & 2 PDBP locations identified with supporting technical data
  - >100% avg. PDBP & undeveloped IRR
- **N. Cedar Creek Smackover Unit #1**
  - Lookback economics demonstrate the full value of identified Smackover locations
  - ~800 Boed gross maximum rate
  - ~500% IRR (AFE $3.7MM capex)
  - 6 months to payout (undiscounted)

#### Low-Cost Conventional Wells Offering Superior Economics

- **N. Cedar Creek Unit #1 & Henderson Smackover Unit #5**
  - **Est. Payout 6 Mos.**
  - **Stable, low-decline production**
  - **Cum. ~1 MMBoe at ~5 years**

#### Location Map | Navarro & Henderson County, Texas

- **Legend**
  - O’Ryan Acreage
  - O’Ryan Pipeline
  - O’Ryan SHL
  - O’Ryan Directional
  - O’Ryan BHL

- **Location Map**
  - N. Cedar Creek Unit #1
  - Henderson SU #5
  - Henderson SU 1 & 3
  - Big R Plant
  - HSU Plant

- **Legend**
  - +

#### O’Ryan Acreage

- **O’Ryan Pipeline**
- **O’Ryan SHL**
- **O’Ryan Directional**
- **O’Ryan BHL**

#### O’Ryan Pipeline

- **Legend**
  - +

#### O’Ryan SHL

- **Legend**
  - +

#### O’Ryan Directional

- **Legend**
  - +

#### O’Ryan BHL

- **Legend**
  - +

#### Big R Plant

- **Legend**
  - +

#### HSU Plant

- **Legend**
  - +

#### Locator Map

- **Legend**
  - +
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1. Prod. & reserves shown as two-stream wellhead volumes. All values, including cash flow, based on 4/1/2019 effective date and NYMEX strip as of 3/26/2019.
2. Lookback economics use 3/26/2019 NYMEX at current AFE
The Mexia-Talco fault zone provides multiple structural traps throughout O’Ryan’s position, with up to 5 main conventional stacked pays (Smackover A through E). The type log below highlights the excellent petrophysical properties of each zone, where dolomitization has greatly enhanced matrix porosity.

### Type Log | Henderson (Smackover) Unit #5

- **Smackover A**
  - Depth (TVD): 10,951’
  - Limestone: >4%
  - Clean

- **Smackover B**
  - Depth (TVD): 11,019’
  - Clean

- **Smackover C**
  - Depth (TVD): 11,199’

- **Smackover D**
  - Depth (TVD): 11,243’

- **Smackover E**
  - Depth (TVD): 11,308’

### Locator Map

#### Legend
- O’Ryan Position
- Proposed Locations
- Behind Pipe

#### Map Features
- **Upside Locations**
  - Bright Field
  - Salt Break Field
  - Tynes Field
  - Cedar Creek Field
  - Trooper Field
- **Proposed Locations**
- **Additional Opportunity**

### Maps

- **Navarro**
- **Henderson**
- **Smackover Fm. TVDSS (Feet)**
East Texas Smackover Opportunity

O’Ryan Oil and Gas

This Information Flyer is based on material provided by O’Ryan Oil and Gas and its affiliates (“Seller”) and is offered to interested parties for the sole purpose of providing an overview of an opportunity to acquire certain of the Seller’s assets (the “Transaction”). This Information Flyer is delivered on behalf of Seller by Detring & Associates, LLC (“Advisor”). The information contained herein is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an obligation by Seller to enter into any future transaction. The Information should not be relied upon by any interested party. Advisor and its directors, employees, consultants and agents (“Group”) make no representation or warranty as to the accuracy, completeness, timeliness or reliability of the contents of this Information Flyer or any Information provided during the course of the Transaction process. The Information has been prepared on the basis of publicly accessible information and material made available to Advisor by Seller. Advisor has relied upon and assumed, without independent verification, the accuracy or completeness of all such information, which does not claim to be all-inclusive or to contain all of the information that may be relevant to the Transaction. The recipient acknowledges that conditions may change and that the Information may become out-of-date as a result. O’Ryan anticipates PSA execution by mid-June 2019, with closing occurring by July 31st. O’Ryan will give preference to cash offers but will also consider alternative structures, including joint venture and farm-in proposals.
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